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PSΨCH NEWS
Living with Dissociative
Identity Disorder
Talk by Jessica Clark, report by Emma Acford

Easter 2013
Egg-cellent reading
Looking for something
delicious to eat this Easter?
See our recipe pages for
gorgeous vegan hot cross buns
and gooey Easter cakes
Get stuck into a good book
with suggestions from book
nerd
Love it or hate it, Pontio is on
its way! Check out the
organizational Psychology of
it all.

On Friday the 15th of
February, the Alun Waddon
lecture theatre was full, with
around two hundred people
keen to hear from Jess herself
about living with
Dissociative Identity
Disorder (DID).

Dissociative Identity
Disorder is the most complex
of dissociative disorders and
is often confused with
personality disorders.
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gives us an exclusive
interview
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Living  with  Dissociative  Identity  Disorder  
D

On Friday the 15th of February, Alun
Waddon lecture theatre was full, with
around two hundred people keen to hear
from Jess, a third year psychology student,
about her experience of living with
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID).

Jess tells us just how worrying this is,
and how it encourages others to
assume the disorder is make believe.
It’s not long before we meet those that
make up Jess; Jake, Jamie, Eddie, and
Oliver. (Left).

Dissociative Identity Disorder is the most
complex of dissociative disorders and is
often confused with personality disorders.
Jess starts by introducing herself and
explaining that she is doing the talk to
raise awareness about DID. She is
extremely confident and has the audience
captured in no time.
We are reassured that DID is NOT a
personality disorder but an identity
change!
“I just have more identities!”

Jamie is organised, intelligent and
bisexual. Jake is Jamie’s brother. He is
American, vegetarian and suffers from
bipolar. Eddie is anorexic, a smoker
and very artistic. Jess explains that her
and Ed didn’t always get along but
with advice from a doctor she learnt
that listening to him and treating him
better would mean he would treat her
better. Oliver is the last and youngest
alter. He loves dinosaurs and suffers
from nightmares.

What is DID?
DID is the presence of two or more
distinct identities and is diverse from
person to person. These distinct identities
are referred to as ‘alters’. Alters may have
their own mannerisms, tones of voice,
handwriting and thoughts about life.
The alters are able to take control, leaving
the host disconnected from the conscious
world.
Jess explains that disconnection can lead
her to miss out on hours, days or weeks of
her life, leaving her with amnesia and
blackouts meaning she must piece
together the time she has lost.

Jamie, 23

Jake, 20

Eddie, 25

Over recent years the media have captured
this disorder and have encouraged a trend,
for example; Beyoncé and her alter ego
Sasha Fierce.
Oliver, 10
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The audience is in awe when she talks
about the physical differences in her
alters. For example, Jake has a heart
problem, Jamie needs glasses and
Oliver is lactose intolerant, however
Jess has a healthy heart, doesn’t need
glasses and is not lactose intolerant.
Imagine that! Well, we can…
Five audience members take part in a
demonstration where they act as alters
by ringing a bell whenever they
disagree with the host. The audience
cannot stop laughing! One audience
member taking part in the
demonstration wants to go to bed early
and eat healthily but the host would
rather a night out and a kebab! The
audience is thoroughly entertained and
wondering how on earth does Jess
please everyone?

Jess has us all laughing again as she explains,
“I just try to cook something for everyone!”
So what causes DID?
Dissociative Identity Disorder acts as a coping
mechanism from traumatic events. To save the host
from dealing with the event, an alter is born to
support the host.
Each case is unique, some people may have
hundreds of alters and some, like Jess have a small
number. Jess explains that she has had more in the
past but they have come and gone. Biological
evidence suggests that in DID sufferers there is a
difference in their hippocampus and amygdala. A
reduction of activity in the cerebellum has also been
identified when the host and alter switch.

“We are living proof that no matter
what happened in our past, we can
still come out smiling”
How can DID be treated?
DID can often be shrugged off as made up. Jess
shows us a clip of a man who pretended to have the
disorder to get off a prison sentence. We’re in shock
when she explains she had previously been turned
away by a doctor. There is no medication for DID,
so the main treatments involve talking therapies and
self help techniques, such as writing alters notes in a
journal to aid communication and allow the host to
keep track of time they may have missed.
Over two hours pass and the whole audience agree to
stay even longer to ask Jess questions about the
disorder. One question we were all interested in was
whether she was ever treated differently.
Jess doesn’t believe she gets treated differently and
explains that in school she had different cliques of
friends and in each class she was called a different
name due to the alters for example; Eddie enjoyed
the art lessons! However this didn’t come without
bullies and loss of friends. Despite this Jess has
become strong and content and has learnt how to
accommodate for all of her alters. She explains even
if she could be rid of them, she wouldn’t.

“I wouldn’t want to be without them.”

If you want to know more about living with a Dissociative
Identity Disorder check out Jess’s blog and Youtube
channel: MultiplicityAndMe.tumblr.com and
youtube.com/multiplicityandme. Look out for Jess in a
documentary on BBC Three in May 2013.

PSYCH  Society  AGM  
On Tuesday February 26th, PSYCH held their
Annual General Meeting in the Wheldon Building.
The out-going committee presented a review of the
Society’s achievements over the last year; these
included the very successful Variety Fest held in
Welcome Week and the Christmas Masquerade Ball.
In total over the year, PSYCH raised a staggering
£3347.80 for a variety of charities, including Happy
Faces, Nightline, Special Olympics and Ty Gobaith.
The new Committee for 2013/14 are as follows:
Chair – Alex Baxendale, Vice Chair – Zakee
Pandor, Treasurer – Rachel O’Connor, Secretary –
Jenny Lawton, Social Events Officer – Zakk Dunn
and Academic Events Officer – Alex Hopkins. Check
out the PSYCH Facebook page for news of
upcoming events (rumour has it something big is
coming…).
By Tracey Lloyd

On behalf of all that attended, we thank Jess for an
incredibly interesting talk and we wish Jess all the
best in the future!
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The  Organisational  Psychology  of  Pontio  
Pontio; we’ve all loved and loathed
the idea. When it was first
proposed in 2010 it was the talk of
Bangor – teaching spaces that
incorporated “ground breaking
research” and will enable
“spectacular theatre
performances”. What was not to
like? Even the prospective openday applicants were invigorated by
the suave-looking plans that would
bring Bangor’s architectural
archetype into the 21st century.

be best to look towards the future.
Sure, it may take some time and a lot
of hassle to complete, but we can
expect it to be finished one day. For
some of us this may not be during
But then the penny dropped, and
our time at Bangor, and even those
suddenly Pontio became quite
of us who expect to stay a little
longer may not end up using it. But
literally a building of the future;
the funding that the university is
when it was announced that the
investing into this project should not
proposed completion date would
be some time in 2014. It is fair to be simply overlooked purely because
say that at a time when tuition fees construction is a little off-track.
Which begs the question – will it be
had tripled and admission was
worth it?
becoming increasingly more
competitive, the news that the
We have all experienced different
multi-million pound project would schools, and different learning
be delayed by a further two years environments. I for one studied at
was not well received by the
one school that was quite literally
student community. Although
falling down, and then another that
recently we have seen the
looked like something from Star
construction of a large brutalist
Wars. Not surprisingly, the latter that
tower in the centre of the site, we embraced a 21st century approach to
architecture, was the higher
are all still somewhat concerned
achieving out of the two schools.
and disappointed. The recent
The buildings at said school were
campaign to lower printing costs
specifically designed to enable
across the university has only
students to work in an “encouraging
further challenged the nature of
learning environment”. Can Pontio
this project – is this really what
offer the same benefits, or will it
they are spending our increased
encourage an atmosphere akin to the
fees on?
grey, bland concrete structure that it
Much like Pontio, however, it may claims to be?
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Couros (2010) has identified many
factors in designing learning
environments that encourage work
and efficient learning. She states
that the primary influence in
learning is security – feeling safe. I
think it’s fair to say that with its
solid-as-rock concrete walls and
proposed high levels of
surveillance, Pontio should be able
to rise to the challenge of being a
safe place to learn. But this can’t
just refer to physical safety;
emotional security is also an
important factor. The “artistsimpressions” of the new teaching
spaces certainly appeal to me and
indeed look like a comfortable,
emotionally neutral place to work.
Another leading factor in
effective learning environments,
says Couros, is that students are
able to have fun whilst learning.
With its vibrant interior decoration,
proposed cinema and food court,
Pontio will lead the way in “funducation”. It will certainly be nice
to have a variety of lunch options
between lectures in this building, as
opposed to the typical sandwichand-drink that you get everywhere
else!

Finally, she proposes that
students learn better in buildings
that they had an input in. We all
remember those teachers at
school who led interactive
lessons that you could actually
get involved in, but do we
remember the few authoritarian
scholars who simply forced you
to read from the text book?
Involvement enables students to
give feedback, praise, criticism
and complaint. The Pontio team
have given us many
opportunities to make our voices
heard throughout the design
process, and your course reps
and SU are always willing to
raise your concerns. This is a
space to be used by students –

So whether it’s something you
are looking forward to, or
something you are bored of
hearing about, Pontio should
prove to be a fun, interactive
academic building that
encourages learning and aids
students in their work. Maybe
they should have consulted us
Psychologists first, but at least
our theory matches their
application! Leading the way in
education, and bringing
Hogwarts-esque Bangor into the
21st Century, Pontio will
certainly be something to look
forward to!
By Jakeyy Costello

Ψ-‐Book  Nerd…
Venture into the mind of the ninety-year-old doctor who, just by doing
a few simple exercises, is still practicing medicine; of the woman with
a rare brain condition that left her feeling as though she was perpetually
falling. Although, thankfully, through a series of exercises; she rewired
her brain to overcome this. The stroke victim who, from being unable
to feed or dress himself; learned to move and talk again. These are just
some of the awesome stories brain expert Norman Doidge tells as he
reveals our brain’s extraordinary ability to heal itself through positivity.
In ‘The Brain That Changes Itself’ Doidge introduces us to the
fascinating stories at the cutting edge of brain science and the evolving
concept of ‘neuroplasticity’. We meet the scientists overturning
centuries of assumptions about the brain and its capacity for renewal.
Doidge shows how their incredible work is helping the blind to see, the
deaf to hear and causing Nobel laureates to rethink our model of the
brain.
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As a psychology student, I’ve always been interested in the brain.
Before picking up this book, I had never heard of the concept of
‘neuroplasticity’ and was excited by how it could be used to reverse
the effects of deterioration of the brain. It was fascinating how the
way you behave can change the way your brain works, a paradigmshifting idea that has dramatically replaced the previous theory that
the brain’s structure was static throughout life and that, once
damaged, it could not be renewed.

The Brain the
Changes itself
By Norman Doige

Since reading this book, I have done further reading, which shows that neuroplasticity is not such a new
concept as I once thought. The book’s one weakness is that it exaggerates the progress within and novelty
of neuroplasticity research.
Other than that, this noteworthy book will leave you with a sense of wonder at the capabilities of the
human brain and the power to change which lies within all of us.

With a sense of escapism that would be handy in a POPPS speech when
you’ve forgotten your name; an atmosphere of psychological fantasy on an
epic scale and an addiction from the first page that glues you to the pages
until the very end, this is the best book I have read this year.
The book tells the story of Ariel Manto, a PhD student who has been
researching the 19th century author Thomas Lumas. The novel starts with
her finding an extremely rare copy of Lumas’ novel The End of Mr. Y in a
second-hand bookshop. She spends her last five pounds on the book and
lives off lentils.

The End
of Mr. Y

By Scaret Thomas

The book is rumoured to be cursed –in fact
everyone who has read it has died! Inside
Lumas’ book there is a recipe to get the
“Troposphere” – a place where all
consciousness is connected and you can enter other people’s minds and read
their thoughts.

The writer explores the relationships between quantum physics and post-modernist and deconstructionist
theory. The description of the Troposphere has been compared to the novels of Neal Stephenson and
William Gibson, and shares similarities to The Matrix.
Sick of reading journals? Why not grab a biscuit or a coffee and unwind and lose yourself in the twisted
realm of the Troposphere! You can expect action, romance, fear and suspense in this most diabolically
delightful of delectable reads. I recommend this book to any psychology, free thinker, and science student.

By Yasmin Ruddick
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Easter  Recipes  
Everybody loves the Easter favourite – Hot Cross Buns. Ridiculously
simple to make, they go well with any other seasonal treats and can
be made into many other desserts with ease. Why not give these
Vegan ones a go and make Easter an enjoyable time for the chickens
and cows as well as yourself!
* In a large bowl mix the flour, spices, yeast, sugar, currants, mixed
peel and lemon rind. Make a well in the center and add the melted
margarine and some of the warmed milk. Mix until a soft dough is
formed, adding more milk if necessary.
* Turn out the dough onto a floured surface and knead for about 10
minutes. Place in an oiled bowl, cover with cling film and leave in a
warm place until doubled in size. (1-2 hours). Meanwhile to make
the crosses, rub the margarine into the flour and add enough water to
bind. Roll out the pastry quite thinly then cut into thin strips. Once
the dough has doubled in size, knock it down and knead for 5
minutes.
*Divide into 12 pieces, roll each piece into a ball and leave on a
greased baking tray. Leave to rise again for about 30 mins. To make
the glaze heat the water and sugar in a pan until the sugar dissolves.
Leave to cool. Glaze each bun and top with pastry crosses. Bake at
180C/350F/Gas 4 for about 20 minutes or until golden.

You will need
350g strong plain flour
1 tsp ground mixed spice
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp grated nutmeg
1 sachet easy-blend yeast
25g caster sugar
75g currants
25g mixed peel, chopped
75g vegan margarine, melted
175ml soya milk, warmed
For the Crosses:
50g plain flour
25g vegan margarine
Water Glaze
25g sugar
30ml water

(Although they will already bake beautifully moist, try soaking the
raisins in a sugar glaze for maybe half an hour before you begin –
Want something delicious to tuck into whilst you’re working hard?
Try out these; they’re so easy you’ll be making them every week!
* Melt chocolate and butter in a bowl over a pan of hot water
* Once melted, add maple syrup

150g of Rice Krispies
75g of Milk Chocolate
25g of butter
3 tsp of maple syrup

(Dip a metal spoon in hot water prior to adding maple syrup – it’ll
slide off the spoon easily!)
* Add Rice Krispies and mix thoroughly
Spoon into cake cases and leave to set in the fridge for about half an
hour
You can add special treats such as mini eggs, or teeny fluffy chicks,
to make the cakes egg-stra eastery!
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Interview  with  Simon  Tomlinson  
Last time Psych News reported on University
challenge was back in 2011 in the Christmas edition
and then it was just auditions for the Bangor team to
take on some of the brainiest students in the country.
Beyond most expectations Team Bangor proved to
be a rather brainy team and made it to the TV rounds
where the great Bangor claimed victory against some
very strong opponents. Team Bangor is made up of
Nina Grant, who is studying French & Linguistics;
Mark Stevens studying for a an Environmental
Science degree; Adam Pearce, studying for a PhD in
Translation Studies and Simon Tomlinson, studying
a PhD in Neuropsychology.
How did you end up studying neuropsychology at
Bangor?

to kick off with because I don’t think we really met
as a team outside the events so we just turned up for
the first round, and if you remember, we kind of
scraped through against St. Andrews University.
When we walked into the green room where all the
teams are preparing, I think it was Imperial College
London we saw there, and they had quiz books.
They were sat around the table and one was asking
questions so they were slapping the table to give
answers and we thought “Is this really what we are
up against?” If we take for example Manchester
University, one of their librarians is a coach for the
team and he has been described as the Alex
Ferguson of UC so you can tell that their teams are
not coming in as naively as we were.

You could guess from my age that this is not my
first time at the University and I actually spent about
15 years working in technology and I realized over
the course of time I did not want to do that for the
rest of my life. I took a part-time degree in
Psychology at Birkbeck University and from there I
realized I wanted to go further and look for masters
in Neuropsychology. I chose Bangor over UCL,
which is quite ironic, because I could have been sat
on the opposite team.

What is the atmosphere like behind the scenes?
The teams that we encountered were actually really
nice and we only overheard the odd snarky comment
about Bangor like: “What are they doing here?” To
be fair the vast majority of the teams were really
nice like UCL for instance, who are a lovely group
of people, and we didn’t have a bad word to say
about anyone really.

How long did it actually take you all to get to TV
rounds?
We had two selection events here, at Bangor, after
which were invited for an interview at Manchester to
which, I think, they invited about 128 other
Universities and we were all given a standard test to
complete. From there they chose not necessarily all
the best teams because we were aware that they are
making a TV programme and they want people to be
interested, so they tried to have a reasonable
geographic spread and after performing well at that
stage we managed to get through to the next rounds.
How did you all prepare for the questions or did
you just go in and hope for the best?
That’s a difficult question and that was our attitude
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What did it mean for you personally to reach TV
rounds?
I have been a fan of UC and I always have wanted to
do it. Just to give you an indication, I remember UC
from the time Bamber Gascoigne used to host it
(Series One: 1962-1987) and I only learned just
recently that Jeremy Paxman has been presenting it
for 19 years. When I used to live in London, I was
trying to get on the Birkbeck team. However I was
too busy at the time and now I thought this really is
my last chance, and I thought, yes, I would like to do it.

I was very reluctant at the start and I needed an
amount of persuasion from people at the department
here to go and actually do it because my own take on
UC is kind of a celebration of what young students
are capable of. I do have to say I had mixed feelings
about participating because I know from watching
the previous series myself I always wonder when I
see somebody my age: “what is this guy doing
here?” so when I was appearing on TV, I could hear
the voices of the rest of the people like me in the
nation saying exactly the same thing.
What is Mr Paxman actually like, because I have to
say he makes it sound like all of those questions are
almost too easy to not know answers to?
He is pretty sharp, but he does get bad press for how
he treats other contestants whereas actually it’s just
the atmosphere of the quiz. He is actually really
charming and as soon as the cameras stop he is
happy to come and talk to each team, have a bit of a
chat, have a photo taken with each of the teams and
he actually comes across as a really nice guy. From a
personal perspective, some of the other quiz show
hosts, they just do not seem have the slightest
interest as in they are there to do the job, they do the
bit in front of the camera and then they disappear.
What would you say was your personal best and
worst moment on the show?
The worst moment probably without a doubt was the
when we were asked a question about films and one
of the guys from St. Andrews buzzed in halfway
through the question and got it wrong so what I did
was buzz in immediately after without even letting
Paxman finish the question and I got it wrong as
well. This mistake felt like I died a little inside but
probably the worst part of it was the fact that if I had
listened till the end of the question, I would have
known the answer. However in terms of the best
moment I would struggle, but it was mainly being
there and having a bit of a laugh because obviously
we want to win but I think we came across a bit
more relaxed than some of the other teams, in fact,
we saw a tweet the other day saying: “I hope Bangor
win, they seem a really nice jolly”, so I was not sure

moment I would struggle, but it was mainly being
there and having a bit of a laugh because obviously
we want to win but I think we came across a bit
more relaxed than some of the other teams, in fact,
we saw a tweet the other day saying: “I hope Bangor
win, they seem a really nice jolly”, so I was not sure
how to take it.
How does it feel like to buzz in and get it wrong?
It always feels really bad because you know from the
way the programmes build, they will always get like
an reaction shot of your face and then you end up
thinking to yourself, there are like 3 million people
looking at me like I’m an idiot and I am there
thinking they are all probably sat on their sofas and
saying: “oh, I knew that”. I just felt like I wanted to
hide under the desk at that point so I just tried to
hide behind my glass of water.
What is going through your head every time you
press the buzzer to answer a question?
It is never easy to press the buzzer as it always
presents itself with an opportunity to make a fool of
yourself. Occasionally I knew that I was coming
towards the fact that I know the answer but I always
felt like I had to press the buzzer before that
knowledge has crystalized and I always hoped that,
in the time I press the buzzer and they read out my
name, I will have the answer. I do have to say that I
have buzzed in couple of times before without
actually knowing the answer at that point and
sometimes I have actually managed to get away with
it.

Bangor University recently triumphed over Imperial
College London on March 11th.
By Elvis Balabka.
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Sbectrwm:  From  Challenge  To  Choice  
I have been interested in autism for
a very long time because I have
close family members who have
had diagnoses of Autistic
Spectrum Disorders. Their autism
has affected my life. In fact, I am
now a first year Psychology
student at Bangor University. I’m a
fairly average person regarding
grades, so I think I’ve got where I
am because I really care about the
subject. I’m massively passionate
about helping people affected by
autism, both the individuals
themselves and their families, and
so when I found out that the
university runs a group for
children with autism and their
siblings called “Sbectrwm”, I was
very keen to join the team. I didn’t
think I stood a chance when I saw
how many people applied to the
team (over 120 people applied for
four spaces this year!), and I nearly
chickened out but I’m glad that I
didn’t because I got one of the
places!

language used alongside speech.
We have also found that some
respond better to Welsh than to
English, which has been a
challenge to me because when I
moved here I could only say odd
words in Welsh like “microwave”
(popty-ping).

I absolutely love Sbectrwm.
Working with the kids is a
fantastic experience, which has
already taught me a lot. Every
session is different; one week I am
playing with cars or dancing and
blowing bubbles, the next I’m just
sitting with one of the kids and
our trusty Jenga blocks. I love
seeing the kids so happy just
chatting to us or playing games or
doing jigsaws and art. Little things
really matter to the team; one
child who always runs around
during snack time sat quietly this
week and we were all hugely
pleased with him and one child
who mainly uses Makaton to
communicate sat teaching us the
It is a very small group; the team is signs for different colours as we
made up of eight students, and we painted which was amazing. I love
currently have eight children who when they come to pick up their
attend regularly. Ages range from
5-years-old to twelve-years-old,
and each child is totally different.
We use PECS and Makaton with
some of the children. PECS
(Picture Exchange Communication
System) is used for children with
little or no speech and consists of a
set of pictures that the children can
point at to show us what they want
e.g. drink, play dough etc.
Makaton is a form of sign

kids; it makes us realise how
important we are to the families
who need some well-earned respite.
I can honestly say that I would not
be the person I am today without
my family members and their
autism. Living with them has
taught me how to take hope and joy
from difficult situations and has
made me passionate about helping
others. My friends from home think
I’m crazy – “Why do you work
with kids with autism? You moved
away from that!” – but they don’t
realise how different it is living
with autism and working with it.
When it was time for me to move
out I was ready; I wanted to move
on to the next step of my life and
that was really exciting, but I knew
that I would always be involved
with autism somehow.
“When you’ve met one person with
autism, you’ve met one person with
autism”. I love that phrase! I have
still not met anybody like my
family members, and I never will,
but I see traits of them in the kids
that I work with, and I love that. It
makes me feel at home.
By Ruby Noble.

Team Sbectrwm; left to
right; Tom Callaghan,
Simeon Bale, Ruby
Noble, Rebecca Read,
Becca Fecitt, Laura
Reeves, Serena Jones,
Rosie Evans.

              Masquerade      =     
As you may remember, 13th
December saw crowds of
exquisitely dressed masked
maidens and suited up gentlemen
head to Main Arts for the most
talk-about event of 2012 – The
Masquerade Ball, held in
association with Nightline.
Nightline is a listening and
information service run by student
volunteers for Bangor University
students, open from 8pm till 8am
every night during term time. The
event was a huge success and
attracted over 300 people. Guests
were welcomed to the event with a
spectacular fire eating display from
Bangor’s very own Circus Society
followed by a performance by Al
Bahiyyah Belly Dancers.
Meanwhile guests were invited to
nibble on an array of canapés and
dance the night away, leaving
many reluctant to leave at the end

PsychSoc decided to donate their
half of the profits to a fantastic
charity called Happy Faces. This
wonderful charity fundraises for
sick, disabled and disadvantaged
children in the North Wales area.
The charity is run entirely by
volunteers, which means that every
penny raised from the ball goes
towards helping put a smile on
these children faces. Currently,
Happy Faces’ big project is to buy
a new minibus for local schools for
disabled children to use, to take
their pupils on trips, as well as
paying for wheelchairs, sensory
equipment, computers and
assistance for family holidays.
PsychSoc have donated over
£1300 to Happy Faces. This
includes £200 from the Variety
Fest PsychSoc hosted in
September. A massive well done to
everyone involved!

Bangor Employability Award Newsletter
The Bangor Employability Award team will be distributing the first edition
of their newsletter, ‘XP Newsletter’, shortly after the Easter break. The
newsletter will be sent to you by email – so keep an eye on your inbox.
XP Newsletter will contain information and updates about the BEA, details
about upcoming events and student opportunities, articles, case studies
from graduate employers, and other interesting information from the
industry about everything and anything relating to student employability.
In the meantime, if you have any questions about the Bangor
Employability Award, get in touch with Tracey Lloyd – our Employability
Tutor for Psychology
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The  Next  Big  Thing  
  
A MESSAGE FROM PSYCH SOCIETY

In support of British Red Cross and The Illusionarium
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Coffee  and  Cognition   
Coffee. Promising alertness, its
consumers are suckers for its usually
much desired effects. So how did
these bitter little beans end up as an
enjoyable liquid, as opposed to a
hard, chewy and rather unpleasant
snack? A popular beverage amongst
the good people of our nation with
its green unroasted beans being one
of the most traded agricultural
products over the world. Well it’s
story time kids, so if you’re all
sitting comfortably, then I’ll begin.
Once upon a time, long ago, there
was a man who was well known for
his ability to cure people through
prayer, so he was banished from his
village and into the desert. He
chewed berries from a nearby shrub,
but they were kind of bitter; so he
roasted them. This made them hard
and uneatable. He then decided to
boil them, which resulted in a
fragrant brown liquid. Upon
drinking the liquid, he felt
revitalised and sustained for days.
Somehow we are still reporting the
same results as were reported all
those years ago, yet the average 1825 year old is drinking 3.2 cups of
coffee per day! So what other
hidden mysteries does this miracle
liquid carry?
Many people also report improved
concentration and an enhanced
ability to work after drinking coffee;
effects that have been confirmed by
many placebo-controlled
experiments. However, its
advantages can be interpreted as

performance enhancing effects,
presenting improvements in
performance with coffee intake, or
deterioration in performance when
there is an induced abstinence from
coffee consumption. In an
experiment carried out by The
Health and Lifestyle survey, over
9000 adults were interviewed and
participated in four cognitive tasks.
Reaction time (pressing a button
when a stimulus appeared and
choice reaction time, pressing a
particular button for different
stimuli), verbal memory (recalling
words from a list following a
distraction task) and visuo-spatial
reasoning (counting the number of
blocks in 3-D structures)
Participants with a higher coffee
intake displayed decreased reaction
times for both simple and choice
reaction times, as well as increased
verbal memory and visuospatial
reasoning. This all remains true,
until you drink 7+ cups of coffee,
where reaction times start to slow
down and memory and visuo-spatial
reasoning declines. Meanwhile,
drinking just 3.5 cups of tea a day
displays optimum verbal memory,
showing a decline in verbal memory
after only 4 cups of tea per day.

Love writing?
Have something
interesting to tell us about?
Was there a Psych Event
you loved?
Would you like to be
involved?!
We would love to hear
from you, weather you’d
like to be a guest writer or
a regular. Get in touch
with us at
psycnews1@gmail.com
Send us an article, or tell
us your thoughts, we
would love to hear what
you have to say!

Want to read more? Check out: Jarvis,
M. J., (1992) . Does caffeine intake
enhance absolute levels of cognitive
performance? Psychpharmacology.
110, 45-52.

By Aimée J. Boyd
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Contacts   
Nightline is a confidential listening, emotional support,
and information run by students for students - so you can
guarantee that the voice at the end of the phone will be a
fellow student. As fellow students we understand that
University is time of many changes and challenges and
being able to talk to someone especially a fellow student
who will actively listen and provide all the right information
can and does make a difference. We won’t judge and we
won’t tell you what to do, but no matter what you can to talk
about we are always here to listen and provide information if
required. Nightline is confidential and completely
anonymous so you don’t have to tell us anything you don’t
want to, and we would never ask you to. Our lines are open
overnight - from 8pm-8am every night of term - when few
other student services, not to mention friends and family, are
available.

EDIT Bangor is a beat-affiliated selfhelp group for people affected by eating
disorders and their carers in Bangor. The group
meets fortnightly on Wednesdays from 7 to
9pm and offers a safe and supportive
environment in which attendees can share their
feelings, experiences and concerns. EDIT
Bangor welcomes sufferers of any eating
disorder or eating distress and is entirely prorecovery. The group provides resources and
tools to aid sufferers in their recovery process.
Our phone number is 07514400213
We currently meet at the Abbey Road Centre in
Bangor every Wednesday evening.
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